UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ANNA UNIVERSITY – BIT CAMPUS
TIRUCHIRAPPALLI - 620024

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
proudly presents
Notional level technical symposium

TECHNICAL EVENT

PAPER EXPRESS
PRO-WAR
QUIZO-HILIC
CIRCUIT-CRUSH
PCB-BUZZ
TECH-TALK
POST-ERA
PANDORA-BOX

AVESHA
2020

16 & 17 MARCH 2020

WIN EXCITING PRIZES

For more details:

Instagram.com/avesha20
Facebook.com/avesha20

Non technical Event

PIXELS: ERA
0: VIYAR
MAZE RUNNER
JUNKYARD: WARS
TECH: CON
MAD MARKETING
MADHURA: VIDHURAN
BRAIN BUSTER
MRS. MEMER
BEAT BOX

President:
S. Dhanveer Musthafa
+91-7378626232

Secretary:
S. Jeyasuraya
+91-8248948384

Joint Secretary:
S. K. Vigneshwar

Treasurer:
P. Nithish

Registration: ₹ 50 (per paper), ₹ 100 (per head)
Limited Event: ₹ 200 (per head)
Unlimited Events: ₹ 300 (per head)